
 

REQUIREMENTS 

 

Semmelweis University Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

 

Name of the course: English / German / French / Italian / Russian / Spanish for Dentistry I. 

Credit value: 2 Credits 

Lessons (in hours):          lectures:          practicals:        seminars: 28 

Type of the course:   compulsory     obligatory elective     elective 

Frequency of announcement (per semester or year):per semester 

Academic year: 2020-21 

Subject code: FOSVNYE280_1M (English); FOSVNYE281_1M (German); FOSVNYE282_1M (French); 

FOSVNYE283_1M (Italian); FOSVNYE284_1M (Russian); FOSVNYE285_1M (Spanish) 

Lecturer of the course: Dr. Fogarasi Katalin 

Director, Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

Contact: +36-20-670-1330 

 

The goals of the course in point of view of the education: 

This course provides introduction to the vocabulary of general dental situations in all fields: taking a 

medical history, interviewing present complaints, general patient examination, basic documentation, 

referrals and patient information. Students acquire language skills through communication situations. The 

course is built upon authentic conversation using specific terminology, on written / spoken terminology 

panels and special documentation using terminology. The aim of the course is to get students from level 

B1 to level B2 communication using terminology; to deepen students’ special knowledge. 

Location of the course (address of lecture hall, seminar room etc.): 

H-1094 Budapest, Ferenc tér 15. 

Competences acquired by completion of the course: 

- post-hearing comprehension of a professional text on a familiar professional topic 

- understanding of anamnesis and disease description written on a familiar professional topic 

- authentic conducting of dentist-dentist, dentist-patient dialogue on a familiar professional topic 

- a summary in the target language of a Hungarian language text written on a familiar professional topic 

- authentic oral and written execution of referrals, patient information and medical history in the target 

language 

Pre-study requirements and prerequisites of course registration and completion:- 

Number of students required for announcement of course (min., max.): 

min. 5 students required – max. 20 students allowed  

 

Method of course registration: via Neptun 

Detailed course/lecture description: (to facilitate credit recognition in other institutions) 

1. Introducing oneself, university studies, courses, exams. 

Skill: giving directions at the university 

2. Oral cavity and teeth. Parts of teeth, dental numbering.  

Skill: assessing the status of the teeth 

3. Toothache and related symptoms. 

Skills: interviewing present complaints, filling out a treatment card 

4. Regions and parts of the body, diseases and surgical procedures 

Skill: general anamnesis taking 

5. Physical examination. Types of pain.  



Skills: Instructions and questions to the patient during examination  

6. Setting up the diagnosis and a management plan  

Skills: informing the patient, expressing probability in the diagnosis 

7. Midterm test. Dental instruments 

8. Tooth extraction and its complications. 

Skills: preparation for intervention, information 

9. Caries and diagnostic methods for detecting caries (RTG, FOTI, QLF)  

Skills: interviewing the patient, giving instructions and information  

10. Imaging tests in dentistry (OPT, CBCT). 

Skills: requesting an examination or a consultation, providing information on patient path 

11. Caries and its treatment 

Skills: preparation for intervention, informing the patient 

12. Root canal treatment 

Skills: preparation for intervention, informing the patient 

13. Endterm test.  

14. Evaluation, presentations, assessment of oral professional language competences 

 

Courses (obligatory and elective) which in part or entirely overlap the topics of above course:- 

 

Special academic work required for completion of the course: - 

 

Attendance on practices and lectures, replacement in case of missed sessions: 
Attendance of lessons is obligatory. Students are allowed to have three absences per semester. In the case 

of more absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. Students who miss a class, can make up for it 

(once a semester).  

A medical certificate for long-term sickness or hospitalization is required if students are absent more than 

3 times. 

Consequences of absence from sessions and exams: 

In the case of more than 3 absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. 

Method of checking acquired knowledge during the study period: 

Midterm and end-term test (week 7 and 13) oral test; topics of midterms: see the topics of the course. 

Students who fail the midterm test must retake it out of the hours of the lesson. 

Requirements of an accepted semester (signature of the lecturer): 

Attendance of lessons is obligatory. Students are allowed to have 3 absences per semester. In the case of 

more absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. Students who miss a class, can make up for it 

(once a semester). Students must pass both written tests. Active participation is required during the 

lessons. 

Type of the exam: practice 

 

Requirements of the exam:- 
 

Grading of courses: 

The evaluation of student performance is based on the marks received for the 2 written exams and for 

active participation in classes. Tests under 50% must be retaken. In the latter case, the mark fail will also 

be calculated towards the final mark. 

0–50% = 1 (fail) 

51–60% = 2 (pass) 

61–75% = 3 (satisfactory) 

76–89% = 4 (good) 

90–100% = 5 (excellent) 
Exam registration:- 

Rules of repeating exams:- 

List of textbooks, lecture notes and recommended textbooks: 

Authentic material compiled by the Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 



Signature of course lecturer: 

 

Signature of head of department: 

 

Date of submission: 30. 04. 2020. 

 

Opinion of OKB: 

 

Notes from the Dean’s Office: 

 

Signature of Dean: 

 

 



REQUIREMENTS 

 

Semmelweis University Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

 

Name of the course: English / German / French / Italian / Russian / Spanish for Dentistry II 

Credit value: 2 Credits 

Lessons (in hours):          lectures:          practicals:        seminars: 28 

Type of the course:   compulsory     obligatory elective     elective 

Frequency of announcement (per semester or year):per semester 

Academic year: 2020-21 

Subject code: FOSVNYE280_2M (English); FOSVNYE281_2M (German); FOSVNYE282_2M (French); 

FOSVNYE283_2M (Italian); FOSVNYE284_2M (Russian); FOSVNYE285_2M (Spanish) 

Lecturer of the course: Dr. Fogarasi Katalin 

Director, Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

Contact: +36-20-670-1330 

 

The goals of the course in point of view of the education: 

This course prepares students for professional language situations related to the treatment of the most 

common conditions and dental diseases during dental care. The course is built upon authentic 

conversation using specific terminology, on written / spoken terminology panels and special 

documentation using terminology. The aim of the course is to get students from level B1 to level B2 

communication using terminology; to deepen students’ special knowledge. 

Location of the course (address of lecture hall, seminar room etc.): 

H-1094 Budapest, Ferenc tér 15. 

Competences acquired by completion of the course: 

- post-hearing comprehension of a professional text on a familiar professional topic 

- understanding of anamnesis and disease description written on a familiar professional topic 

- authentic conducting of dentist-dentist, dentist-patient dialogue on a familiar professional topic 

- a summary in the target language of a Hungarian language text written on a familiar professional topic 

- authentic oral and written execution of referrals, patient information and medical history in the target 

language 

Pre-study requirements and prerequisites of course registration and completion:- 

Number of students required for announcement of course (min., max.): 

min. 5 students required – max. 20 students allowed  

 

Method of course registration: via Neptun 

Detailed course/lecture description: (to facilitate credit recognition in other institutions) 

1. Introducing oneself, university studies, university subjects, examinations  

Skill: giving directions at the university  

2. Dental surgery and staff  

Skill: Describing diseases and the fields of dentistry  

3. Taking dental medical history   

Skill: targeted questioning  

4. Conservative dentistry 

Skills: examination, giving instructions, taking DMFT index, informing the patient 

5. Oral hygiene measures 

Skills: informing the patient, giving advice 

6. Diet and dental health   



Skills: informing the patient, giving advice 

7. Midterm test.  

8. Periodontology 

Skills: Taking the CPITN index, examination, giving instructions, informing the patient  

9.  Gum diseases and their treatment  

Skills: examination, giving instructions, informing the patient 

10. Anesthetics 

Skills: examination, giving instructions, informing the patient  

11. Drugs used in dentistry   

Skill: patient informing the patient 

12. Check-up 

Skills: giving instructions, patient informing the patient 

13. Endterm test.  

14. Evaluation, Presentations, assessment of oral professional language competences 

 

Courses (obligatory and elective) which in part or entirely overlap the topics of above course:- 

 

Special academic work required for completion of the course: - 

 

Attendance on practices and lectures, replacement in case of missed sessions: 
Attendance of lessons is obligatory. Students are allowed to have three absences per semester. In the case 

of more absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. Students who miss a class, can make up for it 

(once a semester).  

A medical certificate for long-term sickness or hospitalization is required if students are absent more than 

3 times. 

Consequences of absence from sessions and exams: 

In the case of more than 3 absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. 

Method of checking acquired knowledge during the study period: 

Midterm and end-term test (week 7 and 13) oral test; topics of midterms: see the topics of the course. 

Students who fail the midterm test must retake it out of the hours of the lesson. 

Requirements of an accepted semester (signature of the lecturer): 

Attendance of lessons is obligatory. Students are allowed to have 3 absences per semester. In the case of 

more absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. Students who miss a class, can make up for it 

(once a semester). Students must pass both written tests. Active participation is required during the 

lessons. 

Type of the exam: practice 

 

Requirements of the exam:- 
 

Grading of courses: 

The evaluation of student performance is based on the marks received for the 2 written exams and for 

active participation in classes. Tests under 50% must be retaken. In the latter case, the mark fail will also 

be calculated towards the final mark. 

0–50% = 1 (fail) 

51–60% = 2 (pass) 

61–75% = 3 (satisfactory) 

76–89% = 4 (good) 

90–100% = 5 (excellent) 
 

Exam registration:- 

 

Rules of repeating exams:- 

 

List of textbooks, lecture notes and recommended textbooks: 



Authentic material compiled by the Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

Signature of course lecturer: 

 

Signature of head of department: 

 

Date of submission: 30. 04. 2020. 

 

Opinion of OKB: 

 

Notes from the Dean’s Office: 

 

Signature of Dean: 

 

 



REQUIREMENTS 

 

Semmelweis University Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

 

Name of the course: English / German / French / Italian / Russian / Spanish for Dentistry III. 

Credit value: 2 Credits 

Lessons (in hours):          lectures:          practicals:        seminars: 28 

Type of the course:   compulsory     obligatory elective     elective 

Frequency of announcement (per semester or year):per semester 

Academic year: 2020-21 

Subject code: FOSVNYE280_3M (English); FOSVNYE281_3M (German); FOSVNYE282_3M (French); 

FOSVNYE283_3M (Italian); FOSVNYE284_3M (Russian); FOSVNYE285_3M (Spanish) 

Lecturer of the course: Dr. Fogarasi Katalin 

Director, Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

Contact: +36-20-670-1330 

 

The goals of the course in point of view of the education: 

This course introduces students to professional situations in specific dental specialties and provides 

insight into the vocabulary of patient information and documentation related to each invasive procedure. 

The course is built upon authentic conversation using specific terminology, on written / spoken 

terminology panels and special documentation using terminology. The aim of the course is to get 

students from level B1 to level B2 communication using terminology; to deepen students’ special 

knowledge. 

Location of the course (address of lecture hall, seminar room etc.): 

H-1094 Budapest, Ferenc tér 15. 

Competences acquired by completion of the course: 

- post-hearing comprehension of a professional text on a familiar professional topic 

- understanding of anamnesis and disease description written on a familiar professional topic 

- authentic conducting of dentist-dentist, dentist-patient dialogue on a familiar professional topic 

- a summary in the target language of a Hungarian language text written on a familiar professional topic 

- authentic oral and written execution of referrals, patient information and medical history in the target 

language 

Pre-study requirements and prerequisites of course registration and completion:- 

Number of students required for announcement of course (min., max.): 

min. 5 students required – max. 20 students allowed  

 

Method of course registration: via Neptun 

Detailed course/lecture description: (to facilitate credit recognition in other institutions) 

1.      Introducing oneself, university studies, university subjects, exams  

Skill: giving directions at the university  

2.      Prosthetics. Types of prostheses 

Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, ordering from the dental technician  

3.      Prosthetics. The dental laboratory 

Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, ordering from the dental technician 

4.      Materials used in dentistry 

Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, ordering from the dental technician  

5.      Infectious diseases and their treatment 

Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, ordering from the dental technician  



6.      Minor surgeries 

Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, ordering from the dental technician  

7.      Midterm test 

8.      Gnathology 

Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, ordering from the dental technician  

9.      Dentoalveolar and maxillo-facial surgery 

Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, ordering from the dental technician  

10.    Dentoalveolar and maxillofacial surgery 

Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, ordering from the dental technician  

11.    Oral surgeries 

Skills: preparation for surgery, giving advice 

12.    Implantology 

         Skills: examination, information, giving instructions, 

13.    Endterm test 

14.    Evaluation, presentations, assessment of oral professional competencies 

 

Courses (obligatory and elective) which in part or entirely overlap the topics of above course:- 

 

Special academic work required for completion of the course: - 

 

Attendance on practices and lectures, replacement in case of missed sessions: 
Attendance of lessons is obligatory. Students are allowed to have three absences per semester. In the case 

of more absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. Students who miss a class, can make up for it 

(once a semester).  

A medical certificate for long-term sickness or hospitalization is required if students are absent more than 

3 times. 

Consequences of absence from sessions and exams: 

In the case of more than 3 absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. 

Method of checking acquired knowledge during the study period: 

Midterm and end-term test (week 7 and 13) oral test; topics of midterms: see the topics of the course. 

Students who fail the midterm test must retake it out of the hours of the lesson. 

Requirements of an accepted semester (signature of the lecturer): 

Attendance of lessons is obligatory. Students are allowed to have 3 absences per semester. In the case of 

more absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. Students who miss a class, can make up for it 

(once a semester). Students must pass both written tests. Active participation is required during the 

lessons. 

Type of the exam: practice 

 

Requirements of the exam:- 
 

Grading of courses: 

The evaluation of student performance is based on the marks received for the 2 written exams and for 

active participation in classes. Tests under 50% must be retaken. In the latter case, the mark fail will also 

be calculated towards the final mark. 

0–50% = 1 (fail) 

51–60% = 2 (pass) 

61–75% = 3 (satisfactory) 

76–89% = 4 (good) 

90–100% = 5 (excellent) 
 

Exam registration:- 

 

Rules of repeating exams:- 

 



List of textbooks, lecture notes and recommended textbooks: 

Authentic material compiled by the Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

Signature of course lecturer: 

 

Signature of head of department: 

 

Date of submission: 30. 04. 2020. 

 

Opinion of OKB: 

 

Notes from the Dean’s Office: 

 

Signature of Dean: 

 

 



REQUIREMENTS 

 

Semmelweis University Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

 

Name of the course: English / German / French / Italian / Russian / Spanish for Dentistry IV. 

Credit value: 2 Credits 

Lessons (in hours):          lectures:          practicals:        seminars: 28 

Type of the course:   compulsory     obligatory elective     elective 

Frequency of announcement (per semester or year):per semester 

Academic year: 2020-21 

Subject code: FOSVNYE280_4M (English); FOSVNYE281_4M (German); FOSVNYE282_4M (French); 

FOSVNYE283_4M (Italian); FOSVNYE284_4M (Russian); FOSVNYE285_4M (Spanish) 

Lecturer of the course: Dr. Fogarasi Katalin 

Director, Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

Contact: +36-20-670-1330 

 

The goals of the course in point of view of the education: 

The course supports students in acquiring the professional language skills necessary for patient care, 

patient information and documentation in these fields through the specific professional situations of 

pediatric dentistry and preventive dentistry. The course is built upon authentic conversation using 

specific terminology, on written / spoken terminology panels and special documentation using 

terminology. The aim of the course is to get students from level B1 to level B2 communication using 

terminology; to deepen students’ special knowledge. 

Location of the course (address of lecture hall, seminar room etc.): 

H-1094 Budapest, Ferenc tér 15. 

Competences acquired by completion of the course: 

- post-hearing comprehension of a professional text on a familiar professional topic 

- understanding of anamnesis and disease description written on a familiar professional topic 

- authentic conducting of dentist-dentist, dentist-patient dialogue on a familiar professional topic 

- a summary in the target language of a Hungarian language text written on a familiar professional topic 

- authentic oral and written execution of referrals, patient information and medical history in the target 

language 

Pre-study requirements and prerequisites of course registration and completion:- 

Number of students required for announcement of course (min., max.): 

min. 5 students required – max. 20 students allowed  

 

Method of course registration: via Neptun 

Detailed course/lecture description: (to facilitate credit recognition in other institutions) 

1.   Introducing oneself, university studies, university subjects, exams. 

Skill: giving directions at the university 

2.   Pediatric dentistry. Eruption of the teeth, milk teeth 

Skills: examination, giving instructions, informing the patient 

3.   Anamnesis taking in pediatric dentistry 

Skills: examination, giving instructions, informing the patient 

4.   Screenings, milk teeth care 

Skills: examination, giving advice, informing the patient 

5.   Pediatric dental treatment 

Skills: giving instructions, informing the patient 



6.   Dental developmental anomalies, orthodontics 

Skills: examination, giving advice, informing the patient  

7.   Midterm test 

8.   Preventive dentistry 

Skills: Taking ICDAS-categories, informing the patient, giving advice 

9.   Preventive dentistry 

Skills: Taking SiC- index, informing the patient, giving advice 

10. Dental care of pregnant patients, dental screenings 

Skills: examination, giving instructions, informing the patient  

11. Dental care of elderly patients, geriatric dentistry 

Skills: examination, giving instructions, informing the patient  

12. Dental care of disabled patients 

Skills: examination, giving instructions, informing the patient  

13. Endterm test. Presentations 

14. Evaluation, assessment of oral professional skills 

 

Courses (obligatory and elective) which in part or entirely overlap the topics of above course:- 

 

Special academic work required for completion of the course: - 

 

Attendance on practices and lectures, replacement in case of missed sessions: 
Attendance of lessons is obligatory. Students are allowed to have three absences per semester. In the case 

of more absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. Students who miss a class, can make up for it 

(once a semester).  

A medical certificate for long-term sickness or hospitalization is required if students are absent more than 

3 times. 

Consequences of absence from sessions and exams: 

In the case of more than 3 absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. 

Method of checking acquired knowledge during the study period: 

Midterm and end-term test (week 7 and 13) oral test; topics of midterms: see the topics of the course. 

Students who fail the midterm test must retake it out of the hours of the lesson. 

Requirements of an accepted semester (signature of the lecturer): 

Attendance of lessons is obligatory. Students are allowed to have 3 absences per semester. In the case of 

more absences, the teacher may deny giving signature. Students who miss a class, can make up for it 

(once a semester). Students must pass both written tests. Active participation is required during the 

lessons. 

Type of the exam: practice 

 

Requirements of the exam:- 
 

Grading of courses: 

The evaluation of student performance is based on the marks received for the 2 written exams and for 

active participation in classes. Tests under 50% must be retaken. In the latter case, the mark fail will also 

be calculated towards the final mark. 

0–50% = 1 (fail) 

51–60% = 2 (pass) 

61–75% = 3 (satisfactory) 

76–89% = 4 (good) 

90–100% = 5 (excellent) 
 

Exam registration:- 

 

Rules of repeating exams:- 

 



List of textbooks, lecture notes and recommended textbooks: 

Authentic material compiled by the Department of Languages for Specific Purposes 

Signature of course lecturer: 

 

Signature of head of department: 

 

Date of submission: 30. 04. 2020. 

 

Opinion of OKB: 

 

Notes from the Dean’s Office: 

 

Signature of Dean: 

 

 

 


